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note gin) the of a subset C an n x n square array of lat- 
tice pomts whtch does not contain the vertices of a square with sides parallel to the axes, 
but which is such that the additim of any new point to C forces the appearance of such 
a u~re. It is proved that gcn) < # tor some Q < 2. 
Let Sn = [(X, _V): x, 1’ intelzers, 0 6 .Y. _v G ?I 1). S,, is thliS MI I1 X I1 
square array of iatticeWpointi in the plane. Denote by f‘(n) the cardinality 
of 3 maximal suket of SH not containing the vertices of a square with 
sides parakl to the 3x0s (hriet’ly, not containing a 0). The problem of 
Wdti,i: tin;;, f’(n ) W;IS first raised by Eriiijs. It is easy to verify that f‘( 2) = 3, 
and with a little effort one oan show that f( 5 
xtrcmai configurations for PI = 5,6 are shown in 
he problsm of dtttermining a formula for fCrr 
appears to k-363 quite dii’fiicuit. 5n this 4iirectian 
results have not yet bxn published, 1x0 have been announced in 
0th results make use of deep theorems on arithmetic progressions. 
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and ~onse~ll~r~tly CT. y 1, (s, z ), (.v y --z,s)and(x+~-z,y)formaa 
and (x. z 1, (.u +J’ --- 2. 2 ),(.x+y --2,y) are in C. his completes the proof 
af the theorem. 
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00 et (a. S3k and kt 
and h = “c’ &. ji 
irg J 
in base 3. Put (a, b) in Ck if, for each i, 
), (2,2)). Note that IC, 1 = 9. Observe 
= 3a’ + a” and b = 36’ + b”, where 
. This observation enables one to show, 
uctisn on k, that Ck does not contain the vertices of a square. 
of this portion of the argument are straightforwar 
ent them here. It follows that \1(3~) > Sk and this 
s, ~~obierns and results in combinatorial number theory, in: I.N. Srivastava et al., 
Survey of Combinatorial Theory (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1973) 1 f 7 -. 138. 
